
Trump’s DOJ Reverses Obama-Era College
Affirmative Action Diversity Policy
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The Trump Administration is rescinding Obama’s affirmative action policy that encouraged
colleges to consider race during the admissions process. The Supreme Court last ruled
that affirmative action was constitutional in 2016, but it could be subject to
challenges in the future.
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British medical schools are turning away straight-A students who are forced to pay for
training in Eastern Europe while the National Health Service (NHS) recruits doctors from
the third world. A disproportionate amount of the foreign doctors are incompetent.
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New reports show that even though President Trump is removing Obama’s climate policies,
greenhouse gas emissions in the US still dropped, due to the falling cost of fracked
natural gas. Carbon dioxide emissions in the US fell by 42 million tons in 2017 compared
with 2016. 
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Seattle Police Department has already lost 41 officers this year, as a result of low
morale, fear of doing their job due to lack of support from the city council, and orders
to ignore some crimes. The police union called the situation “a mass exodus” and said
they believe it will have a direct impact on public safety.
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Boise, Idaho: Leftists were quick to blame Trump for “anti immigrant rhetoric” following
a mass stabbing spree at an apartment home for immigrant refugees. Police arrested Timmy
Kinner, 30, of Los Angeles, a black man with a criminal record, who is accused of
committing the attack after he was asked to leave the home.
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A new universal flu vaccine to protect from every flu strain in one shot is being
developed by the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). The
experimental ‘DNA vaccine’ that will inject a person with synthesized genes will
permanently alter their DNA.


